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Abstract— In this work, we address traffic management of
multiple payload transport systems (PTS) comprising of nonholonomic robots. Each PTS is a loosely coupled rigid robot
formation carrying a payload. We ensure each PTS traverses its
desired trajectory while avoiding collisions with other PTS and
static obstacles in various kinds of complex environments. Each
PTS has one leader and multiple followers and the followers
maintain a desired distance and angle w.r.t the leader using a
decentralized leader-follower control architecture. We showcase
through simulations that our strategies help manage traffic for
a large number of PTS moving around.

B. Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance for nonholonomic robots (nh-ORCA)
nh-ORCA [17] is a robust decentralized collision avoidance algorithm for non-holonomic robots which is an extension to ORCA[12] which deals only with holonomic robots.
Each robot independently computes its velocity such that
it is collision free for at least τ time assuming that the
other robots also compute their velocity using the same
method. We extend this approach to our problem for avoiding
collisions among other formations and obstacles.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many methods have been developed for Payload
transportation[1][2], control and navigation of formations.
[3], [4] propose navigation methods for a single formation
without much emphasis on obstacles. [5], [6], [7], [8] shows
navigation of single formation in environments with static
obstacles. Navigation of a single formation using the leaderfollower approach is shown in [7] and [9]. A computationally
expensive centralized method for environments with dynamic
obstacles is illustrated in [10]. Multi-agent pathfinding for
multiple non-holonomic robots is shown in [11].
To the best of our knowledge, little or no work has
been done on collision avoidance of multiple PTS/formations
moving around in complex environments with obstacles.
However, work has been carried out on collision avoidance
of multiple robots/agents [12][13][14]. We could simply consider other PTS as dynamic obstacles and use the approach
presented in [10][15] but we are not exploiting the idea that
each PTS has a specific goal and each PTS can take equal
responsibility to avoid a collision as given in [12].

III. T RAFFIC M ANAGEMENT
A decentralized leader follower-ORCA-RRT* framework
is discussed which proposes efficient traffic management
strategies for path planning and collision avoidance of PTS.
Schematic of the system architecture is shown in Fig.1.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Leader-Follower Formation Control
Each PTS comprises of a leader and multiple followers. A
decentralized leader-follower control algorithm [16] is used
in which the followers use the command velocities of the
leader to derive their velocities such that they maintain a
desired distance and angle w.r.t the leader.
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Fig. 1: System Architecture
Algorithm 1: Leader Follower-ORCA-RRT*
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Input : Environment description, source and destination
of formations, Configuration of formations ;
pathi = RRT*(sourcei , destinationi ) ;
pathi = Interpolation(pathi ) ;
nextDesti = first way point of interpolated pathi ;
vipref = ( nextDesti - pi )
while fi has not reached destination do
timestep ++ ;
vi , ωi = Algorithm2(i);
LeaderFollower(vi , ωi ) as given in [16] ;
Apply corresponding controls to the leader and
followers of the formation;
end

Algorithm 2: Extended nh-ORCA
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Input : pathi , pi , vi , ri , vipref , vimax , neighboursi ;
Compute collision-free non-holonomic velocity for the
Leader of the formation fi as given in [17];
if distance(pi , nextDesti ) ≤ δ then
nextDesti = next point of interpolated path;
vipref = ( nextDesti - pi );
return non-holonomic command velocities of Leader.

Multiple PTS are considered where each PTS is a set
of robots with a leader and its followers working together
to perform a particular task. Follower j of each formation
(fi ) maintains a certain angle and distance relative to its
leader. Each formation fi has a current position pi , radius
ri i.e the desired distance of followers w.r.t leader, current
velocity vi , number of followers f ollowersi , source srci ,
destination desti , next immediate destination nextDesti ,
preferred direction vipref i.e. the direction through which
it would traverse had there been no obstacles in its path,
maximum velocity vimax , neighbours neighboursi which
indicates the positions and velocities of neighboring formations, neighbourDisti which refers to the radius of
visibility.
Each formation fi uses the RRT*[18] algorithm to find the
preferred path from srci to desti considering static obstacles
and interpolates this path to get multiple way points. The
nextDesti for each formation fi is set to the first point of
the interpolated path and the preferred direction vipref for
each formation is set to (nextDesti - pi ).
At each timestep, leader of each formation computes nonholonomic collision-free velocities as given in [17]. If the
formation fi at a distance less than δ from nextDesti where
δ is an environment based parameter, then nextDesti is
updated to the next point of the interpolated path and the
preferred direction of formation vipref to (nextDesti - pi ).
This extended version of nh-ORCA is given in Algorithm 2.
Once the velocities of leaders are computed using Algorithm 2, command velocities of all the followers are computed using a decentralized leader-follower architecture[16]
which are then applied to all the robots. The Leader
Follower-ORCA-RRT* framework is given in Algorithm 1.
IV. R ESULTS
We consider an environment with five static obstacles and
four PTS carrying payloads. Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the
simulation carried. We observe that all the PTS successfully
complete their task while avoiding collisions.
Fig. 3 shows that a PTS always maintains a minimum
threshold distance with other PTS by plotting the distance of
the closest neighboring PTS for each PTS at every instant.
We also present the velocity variations of each PTS as it
comes close to other PTS in Fig. 4. We observe that a PTS
changes its velocities in such a way that it avoids collisions.
We mark points A, B, C, D in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 to relate
variations in velocities of formations while avoiding colli-

Fig. 2: Snapshots of the simulation
sions. For example, formation 2 and formation 4 are close
to each other at Point B, the velocities of these formations
are chosen such that they avoid a collision. Similar is the
case with formation 1 and formation 3 at point B.

Fig. 3: Distance of each PTS with closest neighboring PTS.
In this simulation, we have set v max of each robot as 0.03
m/s and radius of the formation as 0.35 m. However, these
parameters can be set based on our requirements on desired
speed, size and weight of payload.

Fig. 4: Velocities of robots of all PTS
Being a decentralized framework, our system scales well
with increase in number of robots/formations making it
efficient, robust and a reliable method to work with large
number of PTS in industrial/warehouse environment. More
simulation results are given in [19].
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